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While the first 2015 RMSSC Ski Tour to Sun Peaks started on a cold (as low as -34° C along Highway 16), clear 
Edmonton winter day we (all 52 of us on the bus and another 20 self-driving) were eventually treated to warmer 

temperatures as we passed Blue River. Of course this change in weather 
also brought in a raging snow storm, poor visibility and drivers that thought 
the middle of the road was the safest route to take. Lucky for us we had a 
bus driver with nerves of steel, sharp eyes that could see through the 
foggiest of windshields and pelting snow, and quick reactions. After 
narrowly avoiding 3 potential head-on collisions Nikki landed us safely at 
the Sun Peaks Resort. Yea Nikki!!  We invited her to dine with us on Sunday 
night where we sang her praises! Thanks 

to Brewster’s for scheduling her on our trip, and for letting her stay the night at
the hotel, thus avoiding any further attempts on her life. 

Needless to say Monday was a powder day with 17 inches of new snow, and Jim 
assured us that we should not expect to find friends amongst those who strive 
for first runs down the fresh powder. The storm also took out the power in the region Monday morning but this did 
not stop the lifts from running or skiers to get up early, unable to consume hot coffee or anything else that needed 
heat to eat or drink. Dressing in the dark was an experience that may have explained some of the badly matched ski 

outfits.  Well, powder is not 
for the faint of heart, and 
those of us with skinny skis 
and no inclination to carve 
through moguls-in-the-making 
worked our butts off, literally. 
But it was great for some of us 
at least. 



Tuesday turned out to be a paradox as the weather changed dramatically and we skied in the rain. At least for a
while the snow pack was quite amenable to skiing but our clothing 
was challenged for water-repellency and ski goggles for their lack of 

wiper blades. To our credit 
many skiers  did not let this  
get in the way of having fun 
or staying on the hill for the 
full  day!  This  was  also  the  
day that some of our 4-day  
ski passes decided to expire  
due to a technical glitch 
(AKA, human error), but Guest Services was quick to respond and new
tickets were issued. Hurray Guest Services! 

Wednesday was sunnier 
and mild but below 
freezing (think rain the day 

beforee). Groomed runs were quite skiable (think: spring skiing!) 
and got better as the day (and the snow) wore on. The open runs did 
not all fair well with the powder, then rain, then cold but Sun Peaks 
has such varied and extensive terrain that everyone (?) found runs 
worth doing.  Thursday was a tad colder but sunny with fog at lower 
levels.

Dinner on Wednesday evening was a delicious treat with a full buffet meal provided by Bella Italia (even enough for 
seconds and dessert for all). 

The ride home was uneventful, which is the best way to have it.  What a great week!  Sun Peak Rules!! 

Your Tour Hosts, 

Doug and Leslie Knight 

(With thanks to Terry and Barb for the photos!) 


